
	

“...This program saved my life...”
	

In order to help our clients better adapt to changing technology talent needs, we had an insight that 
no other firm in our industry had: technology talent of the highest caliber was coming out of the 
military. Highly-skilled veterans, capable of servicing the most important technology work, had the 
potential to produce exceptional results for the world’s leading companies.

After all, the U.S. military has a reputation for excellence in nearly everything it does: from training, 
teamwork and operational excellence to intelligence, innovation and speed. Moreover, we under-
stand that veterans are trained to work effectively in teams, excel under pressure, and produce 
results with a high degree of accountability.

Teamwork

In 2013, Sharp Decisions created the V.E.T.S.™       
Program to hire, train and deploy veterans to our 
Fortune 1000 client sites for various IT projects.

Our veterans undergo platoon-based, client-specific 
training in our own Sharp University. 

This attention to training detail allows our veterans 
to hit the ground running from Day One of our client 
engagements, providing immediate results.

Familiar terrain

In its five-year existence, hundreds of V.E.T.S.         
participants have delivered critical results.

The key to this success stems from the military’s most 
timeless principle: teamwork.

Veterans are trained to work together to create 
faster and better results. This is why we deploy 
them to clients in teams of three or more; it drives 
much greater efficiency for all engagements.

All about your career

This teamwork mentality is fostered inside our platoon-based 
training programs conducted at our own Sharp University. 
V.E.T.S. participants are fully salaried employees throughout 
the entire boot camp training. We operate our training and 
deployment program without any government assistance 
and do not touch the veterans’ G.I. Bill benefits. We also offer 
very attractive compensation packages. 
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For more information: 

Visit us at www.sharpdecisions.com/vetsprogram 
or call us at +1 (866) 357-9VET

“I don’t know what I’d be doing without the V.E.T.S. 
Program. My life has changed, and I don’t think I get 
here without Sharp Decisions. I have a career and I 

know my family is taken care of, and that does a lot to 
reduce my other cares.”

Nick Lopez, V.E.T.S. Program Graduate, Army


